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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Over the past 10 years, investigations have been conducted on a
large number of bridges in Pennsylvania and elsewhere. The studies in
Pennsylvania include the Lehigh Canal Bridges,(l,2,3,4) the Allegheny River
Bridge,(5) the John Harris (South) Bridge,(6) the George Wade (North)
Bridge, (6) the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge, (6) the West Chester Bridges,(6)
the Bridgeport Bridge,(7) and one of the Fort Duquesne Approach structures. (8)
The investigations were initiated to assess the fatigue lives of these
bridges after discovering fatigue damaged bridge details. (1) The results
of these investigations include a documentation of stress histories for
these bridges.
This report presents a summary of the stress history and fatigue
damage studies which are part of Project 386 - High Cycle Fatigue of Welded
Bridge Details, conducted by Fritz Engineering Laboratory.
1.2 Objectives and Scope
This report will summarize the following:
1. The field data acquisition systems and how they are used.
2. Correlation of the stress histograms obtained from the strain
data with observed truck traffic loading patterns.
3. Typical stress range histograms, whenever possible, for
selected bridge components.
4. Evaluation of fatigue resistance characteristics of bridge
details by laboratory tests.
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5. Description and evaluation of cycle counting procedures used
to obtain the stress range histograms.
6. Comparison of fatigue damage of bridge details at suspect
locations with laboratory tests and design values.
Chapter 2 will discuss the first and second topics; Chapter 3
will discuss the third topic; Chapter 4 will discuss the fourth topic;
Chapter 5 will discuss the fifth topic; and Chapter 6 will discuss the
sixth topic. Chapter 7 will provide a summary.of important ideas and con-
clusions that are drawn from the investigations. From this summary, an
indication of the type of fatigue damage and the extent to which it can
occur in bridges when not taken into account will be apparent. In addition,
bridge details most susceptible to fatigue damage will be exposed.
1.3 Description of Bridges
Table 1 summarizes the types of bridges and their structural and
geometrical characteristics.
The Lehigh Canal Bridge shown in Fig. 1 consists ·of twin bri.dges
which carry Route 22 over the Lehigh Canal between Allentown and .Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. A similar set of bridges cross the Lehigh River further west.
The superstructure of each bridge consists of twin 3-span continuous steel
riveted plate girders with small haunches at the two interior piers. The
plate girders support a noncomposite reinforced concrete deck through
longitudinal stringers resting on transverse floor beams. Exposed tie plates
connect the top flanges of the outrigger brackets to the floor beams and
girders. All field studies on this bridge were conducted before the
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replacement of the concrete deck in the summers of 1978-79. The eastbound
bridge over the Lehigh Canal was investigated.
The Allegheny River Bridge shown in Fig. 2 is located on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike about 14 miles northeast of the city of Pittsburgh.
All lanes are on the same superstructure. It is composed of a 4-span steel
riveted plate girder bridge wi.th cantilever end spans and a 5-span noncom-
posite, reinforced concrete deck truss bridge. The plate girders are
haunched at the interior piers and support a reinforced concrete deck
through longitudinal stringers resting on transverse floor beams. Exposed
tie plates connect the top flange of the outrigger brackets to the floor
beams and girders. The spans tested are the end span and part of the first
interior span of the plate girder portion.
The John Harris (South) Bridge shown in Fig. 3 carries the north
and southbound lanes of Interstate 1-83 over the Susquehanna" River in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. All lanes are on the same superstructure. It
consists of a 20-span, continuous steel riveted plate girder bridge and six
approach spans. The plate girders are haunched at the interior piers and
support a-reinforced concrete deck through longitudinal stringers resting
on transverse floor beams. Exposed tie plates connect the top flanges of
the outrigger brackets to the floor beams and girders. The span tested is
adjacent to the east end span between piers 20 and 21.
The George Wade (North) Bridge shown in Fig. 4 consists of twin
bridges which carry the north and southbound lanes of Interstate 1-81 over
the Susquehanna River in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. It consists of two
34-span continuous steel welded plate girder bridges and 10 approach spans.
The twin plate girders support a composite reinforced concrete deck through
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longitudinal stringers resting on transverse floor beams. Tie plates connect
the top flanges of the outrigger brackets to the floor beams and girders.
These tie plates are embedded in the concrete deck. The span tested is the
second span on the west end of the eastbound bridge between piers 8 and 9.
The Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge shown in Fig. 5 consists of twin
l bridges which carry the east and westbound lanes of Route 462 over the
Susquehanna River in Columbia, Pennsylvania. Each of the twin bridges is
composed of a 44-span continuous steel welded plate girder bridge and 2
simple supported approach spans. The approach spans consist of six W33xl18
coverplated beams with a composite reinforced concrete deck. The continuous
plate girders support a composite reinforced concrete deck through longi-
tudinal stringers resting on transverse floor beams. Tie plates connect
the top flanges of the outrigger brackets to the floor beams and girders.
These tie plates are embedded in the concrete deck. The spans tested are
the east approach span and the first 2 adjacent continuous spans between
piers 43 and 45.
The West Chester Bridges shown in Fig. 6 carry the north and south-
bound lanes of Route 202 over Green Hill road near West Chester, Pennsylvania.
These two bridges are short skewed, coverplated steel beam bridges that con-
sist of simply supported beams supporting a composite reinforced concrete
deck.
The Bridgeport Bridge shown in Fig. 7 is a ramp to the Bridgeport
Bridge between Norristown and Bridgeport, Pennsylvania. The ramp is a 3-span
welded continuous steel curved twin girder bridge. The girders support a
composite deck consisting of steel decking covered by a reinforced concrete
slab. The span tested is the middle span.
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The Fort Duquesne Approach shown in Fig. 8 is an approach ramp
just north of the Fort Duquesne Bridge which crosses the Allegheny River
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The ramp consists of a number of 3-span
welded continuous curved steel box girder bridges. The portion investi-
gated has two parallel rectangular steel box girders with a composite
reinforced concrete deck. The cross-sectional dimensions of the box girders
vary along the length of the span. The bridge is supported on radial steel
bents. The span tested is the middle span between bents 11 and 12.
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2. FIELD DATA'ACQUISITION
2.1 Method Used
In order to monitor the strains in the bridges under traffic,
strain gages are attached at selected locations on each bridge as shown
in Figs. 9 through 16•. These strain gages are 1/4 in. long electrical
resistance foil gages. A weatherproof coating is applied over the gages
after mounting to protect them from moisture and the environment. The
gages are then connected to temperature compensation gages to min~mize the
effects of temperature. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) data
acquisition systems were used to record the strain gage responses to the
applied vehicle live loads. A schematic of this system is shown in Fig. 17.
The system can monitor several strain gages at once and is switched on only
when trucks approach. Automobile and light truck strain responses are
negligible and are disregarded.
The FHWA data acquisition systems consist of amplifiers, an
analog to digital signal converter, and 3 possible output recording devices:
a computer with teletype machine, an ultraviolet analog trace recorder,
and a magnetic tape recorder as shown in Fig. 17. This equipment is located
in a FHWA van. The amplifiers are used to enhance the electrical impulses
from the strain gages. The analog to digital converter transforms a con-
tinuous input signal into a digital mode which is then input to the mag-
netic tape recorder or to the computer.
The computer receives and stores the data which is then printed
out on the teletype machine. As each truck crosses over the bridge, the
magnitude of the strain range is recorded. After some elapsed time the
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number of occurrences when the strain ranges are between predetermined levels
is printed out for each level. A typical data printout is shown in Fig. 18.
A cut-off level is defined for each gage to exclude large numbers of very
low strain ranges due to vibration and automobile traffic. The strain range
has to exceed this level to be recorded. To ensure accurate readings, the
zero-level of strain is checked periodically to prevent drifting.
The analog trace recorder records the strain variations due to
~ruck traffic as a function of time. The continuous output strain responses
are recorded on ultraviolet tape which depicts the strain range versus time
as each truck cross.es over the bridge. A typical response is shown in
Fig. 19. The analog trace recorder utilized the amplifiers of the FHWA sys-
tem. This allows the monitoring of several strain gages at once by two
different recorders simultaneously.
The magnetic tape recorder records tne bridge responses on mag-
netic tape in digital form. It also utilizes the amplifiers of the FHWA
system. This recorder was used only for the John Harris Bridge and the
Bridgeport Bridge.
The output recording devices used for each bridge are shown in
Table 2. Note that all the bridges included in this report have used the
ultraviolet analog trace recorder mentioned above to record strain varia-
tions. The computer and teletype machine as well as the magnetic tape
were used only' on selee ted bridges.
2.2 Stresses Observed
By measuring the strain variations at a particular location stresses
are found directly by applying Hooke's Law, (i.e., a = EE). For example~ a
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strain of 100 micro-in/in together with an elastic modulus, E, of 30,000 ksi
results in a stress- 6f 3 ksi. Therefore, a recorded strain response may be
linearly converted to an equivalent stress response.
The stress or strain response of any bridge component is composed
of two contributions--a static and a dynamic response which are illustrated
in Fig. 20. The static stress response- for a point on the bridge is
analogous to the stress influence line for that point. A truck crossing a
bridge having a perfectly smooth, straight, horizontal surface, at crawl
speed, will produce a static stress response. The dynamic stress response
is either due to the vibrations caused when a truck is excited and oscillates
as it crosses over an imperfect bridge surface or due to vibrations produced
by other traffic crossing the bridge at the same time. The dynamic stresses
are usually much smaller in magnitude than the maximum static stresses.
For fatigue considerations t the stress range and its frequency
of occurrence is more important than the numerical value of dead and live
load stress to which an element is subjected. A convenient way to express
this relationship is in the form of a stress histogram which depicts the
frequency of occurrence (%) versus the stress range. ~1 example if shown
in Fig. 21(a). Because the stress response is proportional to the applied
loading t the stress histogram is also related to the applied loading. There-
fare t another way to express the relationship is to show the frequency of
occurrence (%) versus a measure of the vehicle weight, such as shown in
Fig. 21(b). Both show two peaks at about the same relative distance apart.
Similar results are observed in the other bridges.
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2.3 Traff Records.
affic counts ~re made for all the bridges in this report.
These traf c counts incl Ie the use of strain data recordings and/or an
observer s tioned near t ~ bridge. The strain data recordings, particu-
larly the alog trace re' )rdings, are used to obtain the speed of the
truck and t e headway bet, 2en successive trucks as they cross the bridge.
This infon tion was used :0 assess different computer aided cycle counting
methods fOl the Lehigh Calli Bridge, which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
The majorit of the bridgE; used only an observer. The observer classifies
each type c truck that Cl )sses the bridge according to the FHWA vehicle
classificat )n chart ShOID in Fig. 22, as well as the lane the truck oc-
cupies. Tt observer alse keeps track qf the number of trucks and the time
taken for c :ruck to cros~ the bridge. This data provides a means of re-
lating the :uck type, loc tion and speed to the strain gage recording for
each truck lssage.
I addition to, r when there is a lack of normal truck traffic,
as in the c ;e of the Brie eport Bridge, an FHWA test truck of known type
and weight ; allowed to c JSS the bridge while normal traffic, if any, is
excluded. Lis provides E direct correlation between a known load and the
strain resp .8e.
T traffic cour 3 for the bridges are then compared to traffic
counts made y the Pennsyl ~nia Department of Transportation (PennDOT), such
as those sh n in Tables ~ ~hrough 6. The comparison shows reasonably good
correlation n all cases ~ ~re records are available. A 1972 PennDOT
loadometer rvey, shown i Fig. 23, was made on 20 arteries that are the
same or sim ar to those 0 which the bridges in this report are located.
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The survey shows that the mos,t frequent types of trucks the occur are large
numbers of loaded trucks weighing 60-75 kips and large numbers of 2-axle or
unloaded tractor semi-trailers weighing 24-36 kips. This compares favorably
with the 1970 nationwide FHWA survey which is shown in Fig. 24.
The results suggest that the samples of traffic taken during the
traffic counts for each study bridge are indicative of the type and volume
of traffic that occurs over longer periods of time. From this, overall
projections of the total number of trucks that have, or will, cross a
bridge in a specified time span can be estimated.
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3 • BRIDGE ~·fEASUP~11E!'lTS
The bridges in this report may be divided into two groups accord-
ing to their cross sections. Group A contains the Lehi.gh Canal Bridges, the
Allegheny River Bridge, the John Harris Bridge, the George Wade Bridge, and
the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge. These bridges are similar in design and
construction. They are composed of main girders supporting a floor beam-
stringer system with outrigger brackets connected to the floor beams by tie
plates over the main girders. Group B contains the West Chester Bridges,
the Bridgeport Bridge, and the Fort Duquesne Approach Ramp. The West Chester
Bridges are simple beam bridges. The Bridgeport Bridge is a curved girder
bridge. The Fort Duquesne Approach Ramp is a twin steel box girder bridge
supported by rigid frames. The cross sections for these bridges vary and,
are fundamentally different from those in Group A, which are characterized by
the girder-floor beam-stringer-outrigger bracket system. For this reason,
the Group B bridges are separated in the studies from the Group A bridges.
Typical stress range histograms or maximum stress range values for
each bridge are of special interest for a fatigue evaluation of the bridge
lives. These are presented herein, whenever possible, for the major bridge
components of the bridges in this report.
3.1 Stresses in Longitudinal Members
The longitudinal members for the bridges in this report generally
consist of the main rivetted or welded plate girders, stringers, and main
coverplated simple or continuous beams, as well as webs and flange of box
girders. The maximum stres.s. ranges- observed in these memb.ers are typically
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very low, of the order of 3-·6 ksi. This is. true no matter which lanes of
the bridges are loaded. Most of the traffi.c usually occurs in the curb lane
which is located above the facia girder. Because of this the facia girder
generally exhibits larger stress readings compared to other girders. Typical
stress range histograms, or tabulated stress range values, for the longi-
tudinal members of the bridges are discussed below. These values are com-
bi h d d b h · · (9,10,11)para e to t ase recor e y at er ~nvest~gators.
Fig. 25 shows a histogram for stress range in the bottom flange of
the south girder of the Lehigh Canal Bridge at about 2/3 of the end span from
the west abutment (see Figs. 1 and 9). The maximum stress range in the gir-
der is 6.0 ksi. The maximum recorded stress is 3.6 ksi. The first inboard
stringer from the south girder between floor beams FB5 and FB6 recorded a
maximum stress of 2.4 ksi in the bottom flange.
A histogram for stress range in the bottom flange of the north
girder of the Allegheny River Bridge about 13 ft. from the west abutment is
shown in Fig. 26 (see Figs. 2 and 10). The maximum stress range in the
girder is 4.7 ksi and the maximum recorded stress is 2.4 ksi. None of the
stringers were instrumented.
The John Harris Bridge (Figs. 3 and 11) provided a maximum stress
range of 2.0 ksi on the top flange of the girder adjacent to pier 20. Mea-
surements on the bottom and top flanges of the same girder about 3/5 of the
span from pier 20 indicated maximum stress ranges of 2.5 and 3.0 ksi,
respectively. The bottom flange of a stringer over the first floor beam west
of pier 21 recorded a maximum stress range of 3.5 ksi. No histograms are
available for any of these gages.
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The web of the north girder near the gusset plate that attaches the
floor beam to the girder on the George Wade Bridge (shown in Figs. 4 and 12)
recorded a maximum stress range of 3.0 ksi. No stringers were instrumented.
At a similar location on the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge (Figs. 5
and 13), a maximum stress range of 4.1 ksi was recorded on the bottom flange
of the south girder near a gusset plate which attach the floor beam to the
girder. No stringers were instrumented.
Stresses were recorded on the West Chester Bridge (Figs. 6 and 14)
near the ends of the coverplates. Gages were located on the bottom flange
of the coverplated main beam near the north abutment. The gages were placed
3/4 in. from the end of the coverplate. A maximum stress range of 1.5 ksi
was recorded on the third interior beam.
A test truck was used to obtain static (live load) and dynamic
(live load and impact) stresses from the Bridgeport Bridge (see Figs. 7 and
15) because the bridge was not yet open. In both loading cases the maximum
stresses were recorded in the bottom tension flanges of the main girders.
The static stresses varied from 0.7 to 2.9 ksi. The maximum dynamic stress
measured was 4.7 ksi, located 2 in. from the inside edge of the flange. Due
to the stress gradient in the flange, the stress range at the edge will be
about 15% higher, or 5.5 ksi. A gusset plate is welded to the flange at
this location to connect the floor beams.
The bottom plate of the box girder for the Fort Duquesne Approach
Ramp (shown in Figs. 8 and 16) is groove welded to the web plates and acts
as a bottom flange in bending. To assist in the welding operation, backup
bars were welded together and tack welded along the inside joint to contain
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the molten metal. As such, discontinuities exist in the joint of each dis-
continuous backup bar. Fig. 27 shows a stress range histogram for the bottom
flange at a discontinuous backup bar location (Gage 31 - Fig. 16). The maxi-
mum stress range that occurred is 3.3 ksi. Longitudinal stiffeners are
placed along the bottom flange inside the box. These are not coninuous but
separated by gaps at intervals. Fig. 28 s.hows a stress range histogram for
the bottom flange between the gaps (Gage 12 - Fig. 16). The maximum stress
range that occurred was about 3.6 ksi.
3.2 Stresses in Transverse Members
The transverse members generally consist of the floor beams, out-
rigger brackets, diaphragms, and tie plates. However, stresses in the tie
plates will be presented in the next section as they merit a more detailed
discussion. The maximum stress ranges observed in the transverse members
again are low, of the order of 3-7 ksi. Typical stress range histograms, or
tabulated stress range values, for these components are discussed below.
A stress range histogram for the top flange of the first floor
beam, 18 ft. from the west abutment of the Lehigh Canal Bridge is shown in
Fig. 29 (see Figs. 1 and 9). The gage was placed next to a tie plate. The
maximum recorded stress range is 7.1 ksi.
Fig. 30 shows a stress range histogram for the mid-span of the
bottom flange of the first floor beam from the west abutment of the Allegheny
River Bridge (Figs. 2 and 10). The maximum recorded stress range is 3.3 ksi.
No outrigger brackets were instrumented.
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In the George Wade Bridge (Figs. 4 and 12) a maximum stress range
of 1.9 ksi was recorded at mid-span of the bottom flange of the third floor
beam east of pier 9. No outrigger brackets were instrumented.
A maximum stress range of 2.7 ksi was recorded in the top flange
of the third floor beam west of pier 44 of the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge
(Figs. 5 and 13) near the small knee bracket that attaches the floor beam
flange to the web and top flange of the girder.
A maximum stress range of 1.1 ksi was recorded on the top flange
of a diaphragm at mid-span of the West Chester Bridge (Figs. 6 and 14).
This diaphragm spans the third and fourth main coverplated beams of the
northbound lanes.
Fig. 31 shows a stress range histogram for web bending stress at
the end~of a transverse stiffener on the Fort Duquesne Approach Ramp (Figs.
8 and 16). The stiffener attaches the internal diaphragm to the web of
the box. The gage was placed in a vertical orientation on the web in the
gap between the end of the stiffener and the bottom flange of the box
(Gage 27 - Fig. 16). This gage recorded the maximum displacement induced
stress range that occurred in the web due to out-of-:-plane web bending. The
maximum recorded stress range is 4.9 ksi. Article 3.3 discusses displace-
'ment induced stresses in more detail, particularly in relation to stresses
in the tie plates.
3.3 Displacement Induced Stresses
The stresses that occurred in the exposed tie plates of the Lehigh
Canal Bridges, the Allegheny River Bridge, and the John Harris (South) Bridge
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are of a different nature than those. dis-cussed in Articles 3.1 and 3. 2.
These stresses are caused by local displacements introduced as the structure
deforms under the loads and are called displacement induced stresses. The
web bending stress of the Fort Duquesne Approach Ramp, discussed in Article
3.2, is also a displacement induced stress. As shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3,
the tie plate is used to connect the top flange of the outrigger bracket
to the top flange of the floor beam. It is also usually fastened to the
top flange of the main girder.
Fig. 32 shows a plan view of an exposed tie plate (tie plate not
embedded in the deck) connected to the floor beam, outrigger bracket and
main girder. As traffic passes over the bridge, deflection of the main
girder produces rotations of the girder cross sections. The top flange of
the girder therefore displaces horizontally in the direction of the girder.
At the same time, the in-plane ridigity of the concrete deck prevents the
attached stringers from moving horizontally parallel to the girder flange.
The tie plate is therefore forced to bend as the girder flange moves rela-
tive to the stringers, as shown in Fig. 32. As a result, in-plane bending
stresses develop in the tie plate. The degree of bending of the tie plate
and the resulting tie plate stresses are functions primarily of the tie
plate location along the girder and the stringer spacing.
The horizontal displacement of a point on the top flange of the
girder i~ the product of the slope of the deflection curve at that point and
the distance from the neutral axis to the point on the top flange. There-
fore, the horizontal displacement of the tie plate is directly proportional
to the influence line for the slope of the girder where the plate is located.
Figs. 33, 34 and 35 show this relationship by comparing the analog strain
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trace recorded in selected exposed tie plates. with th,e corresponding influence
lines for the s.lope at the tie plate locations for th_e Lehigh Canal Bridge,
the Allegheny River Bridge, and the John Harris Bridge, respectively.
Because the main girders are continuous in the three bridges, the
tie plates are subjected to stress reversals as alternating spans are loaded.
Also, because the bridges carry large volumes of truck traffic, these rever-
sals are frequent and of relatively large magnitude.
In addition, during construction of some of the bridges, tack welds
were made along the edges of the tie plates to the top flange of the floor
beams and outrigger brackets to hold them in place as construction progressed
(see Fig. 32). These tack welds provide ideal locations for fatigue cracks
to develop because of the increase in stress concentration. As a result of
these three conditions, fatigue cracks did develop in several tie plates 'of
the Lehigh Canal Bridge, the Allegheny River Bridge, and the· John Harris
Bridge. This will be discussed further in Section 6.3. Typical stress
range histograms, or recorded stress range values, for the tie plates of
each of these three bridges, are discussed below.
Fig. 36 shows a stress range histogram for a tie plate located
over pier lA of the Lehigh Canal Bridge (Gage T8SW - Fig. 9). The maximum
recorded stress range is 18.3 ksi.
Fig. 37 shows a stress range histogram for a tie plate located
adjacent to the west abutment for the Allegheny River Bridge (Gage 11 -
Fig. 10). A maximum stress range of 17.1 ksi was recorded in the tie plate.
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A stress range histogram for a tie plate located over pier 20 on
the John Harris Bridge (Gage 51 - Fig. 11) is shown in Fig. 38. The
maximum recorded stress range is 12.0 ksi.
Tie plates exist on the George Wade and the Columbia-Wrightsville
Bridges as well. However, these tie plates are embedded in the composite~
reinforced concrete deck as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, thus~ are prevented
from bending a significant amount. The maximum stresses recorded in these
tie plates are 0.5 ksi over pier 9 on the George Wade Bridge and 1.0 ksi
over pier 44 of the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge. Such stresses are not
considered significant with respect to fatigue of the embedded tie plates.
~8-
4. HIGH. CYCLE FATIGUE' RESISTANCE' OF 'BRIDGE' DETAI'LS
4.1 Coverplated Beams
Laboratory studies were carried out at Fritz Engineering Laboratory,
located on the campus of Lehigh University, as part of Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation (pennOOT) Research Project 72-3 in an effort to establish
the high cycle fatigue strength of welded bridge ,details. This project in-
volved the testing of a number of small scale coverplated beams (W14x30).
Tests were also undertaken at U. S. Steel Corporation on similar cover-
plated beams as part of NCHRP Project 12-12 under random variable loading. (12)
In NCHRP Project 12-7, carried out under the direction of Fritz
Engineering Laboratory personnel, twelve end-welded _coverplated beam details were
tested at a stress range of 8 ksi and two details were tested at 6 ksi.(13)
Both rolled and welded W14x30 beams were tested. The coverplates for these
beams were 0.75 in. thick. The transverse weld leg size was 0.25 in. for
all beams.
In PennDOT Project 72-3, thirteen rolled beams were tested at
stress ranges between 4 ksi and 8 ksi. These beams are comparable to those
tested in NCHRP 12-7. Five beams were cycled to 100,000,000 cycles without
detecting fatigue cracking. The lowest stress range at which fatigue failure
was observed is 4.7 ksi. The results of all constant cycle fatigue tests at
a stress range of 6 ksi or less from PennDOT Project 72-3 and NCHRP Project
12-7 are plotted in Fig. 39. Since all the test beams are comparable in size
and details, three of the beams tested at 6 ksi in NCHRP Project 12-7 can be
included with the Project 72-3 data. The resulting increase in the data
base provides a more comprehensive evaluation in the lower stress range
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region. The beam failures generally fall wi.thin the extension of the
95% confidence limits of the mean regression line for all end-welded CQver-
plate failures reported in NCHRP Report 102. (13) The equation for this
mean regressi.on line is
where,
log N = 9.2916 - 3.0946 log Sr
s = 0.1006
S = stress range; ksi
r
N = cycles to failure
5 = standard error of estimate
(1)
The 95% confidence limits in Fig. 39 are approximated as twice the standard
error of estimate on each side of the mean regression line. The test data
confirmed the reasonableness of the fatigue limit provided by the AASHTO
Specification for more than 2 x 106 cycles.
In NCHRP Project 12-12, twelve end-welded cQverplated beams were
variable-load tested at an eq~ivalent Miner stress range less than 6.0
k · (12)81. The variable amplitude stress range distribution used in this
study satisfies a Rayleigh probability density curve. The beams were the
same size as those tested on NCHRP 12-7. When testing was discontinued,
all of the coverplate welds were cracked. However, three of the cracks had
not propagated completely through the flange. Thus, for these beams the
fatigue life had not been completely exhausted.
One variable amplitude fatigue test was carried out at Lehigh
University on a W12x36 CQverplated beam. A Rayleigh probability density
distribution was applied with a Miner stress range of 4.8 ksi.
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The clos,ed data points. in ~ig. 40 show· the res.ults· of th.e variable
amplitude tests (all s.tress. cycles in th.e spectrum) which are conducted at
a Miner equivalent stress range equal to or less than 6.0 ksi. These points
generally fall within the extension of the 95% confidence limits determined
for end-welded coverplated beams under constant amplitude loading. As shown
in Fig. 40, two beams failed at a Miner equivalent stress range below the
constant amplitude fureshold of 5 ksi for a Category E detail. These are
plotted as the closed dots at 3 ksi and consider all stress cycles in the
spectrum.
The test data from all beams is also plotted in Fig. 40, con-
sidering only cycles of stress greater than the constant amplitude threshold
stress range. These values are plotted as open data points. The damage
caused by stresses greater than 4.5 ksi adequately predicted the fatigue
failures for all the beams except the failures at a Miner stress range of
3.0 ksi. This indicates that at details with low stress ranges the damage
caused by those stress events less than the constant amplitude threshold
can be significant. Gurney has estimated this effect by considering the
effect of increasing crack size and the increase in the number of damaging
stress cycles. (14) This estimate will place the data points between the
extremes shown in Fig. 40, and still does not appear to account for all the
damage at the lower stress range.
Previous studies on welded details(39) indicate that the mean rate
of crack growth is related to the stress intensity range by the following
equation:
(2)
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where, 6K stress intens.ity range, ksi&
dadN = crack'growth rate, in/cycle
A lower bound es.timate for the rate of crack growth(15) is
(3)
The calculation of the stress intensity range, ~K, can be formulated in the
following manner:(16)
where,
F(a)~0v'1Ta
f(a) = FS FE FW FG
FS free surface correction
FE = elliptical crack front correction
FW = finite width correction
FG = stress gradient correction
(4)
All of these correction factors are affected by the crack shape ratio, alb
where,
a = minor semidiameter (in)
b = major semidiameter (in)
The crack shape is especially important for details with high
stress concentrations.
The free surface correction factor, FS ' is assumed to be defined as
a semicircular surface crack in a uniform tension field and is. taken as
FS = 1.211 - O.186isin8
e > 100
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(5)
where, 8 is the angle measured from the diameter of the semicircular
crack.
The elliptical crack front correction factor, FE' is given by the
following equation:
where~
where,
1 [ 2 2 ] 1/4
FE = E(k) 1 - k cos ¢
E(k) is the complete elliptical integral of the second kind
expressed as
rr/2
E(k) = J [1 - k2sin2SJ 1/2dS
o
a = minor semidiameter
b major semidiameter
~ = angle from major axis of elliptic crack
S = parametric angle from major axis of elliptic crack.
(6)
Zettlemoyer(17) developed an approximate equation for the stress
gradient correction factor, FG, from the toe of an end-welded coverplated
be.am.
SCF
1
1 + 0.1473
0.4348
[T;)
(7)
where, SCF = stress concentration factor
a = crack depth
Tf = flange thickness.
The stress concentration factor is calculated at the toe of the weld for the
uncracked section by the following equation:
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SCF [z \ [T. ]"-3.539 log TfJ +.1.981 log· T;P + 5.798
where, z = weld leg size
the finite width correction can be neglected.
T = coverplate thickness
cp
Tf flange thickness
The finite width correction factor, FW' is assumed to equal 1.0.
The crack depth where single cracks exist are generally small enough so that
Also, F is approximately
W
equal to 1.0 for a large range of a/T f when the crack shape is near
semicircular.
The size of a typical discontinuity in a weld has been estimated
to be approximately 0.015 in. long and several thousandths of an inch deep
with an extremely sharp root radius of 0.0001 in. or less. (18,38) Multiple
cracks usually occur along the toe of any transverse fillet weld. Typical
are the transverse weld toes of coverplates and stiffeners welded to the
flange. These single cracks tend to grow into a more circular shape unless
they are located in close proximity to each other. As crack growth con-
tinues, these single cracks begin to coalesce. Coalescence of single cracks
into a merged crack has been observed to occur at crack depths as small as
0.050 in. for stiffener details. (38) Crack size measurements were made
using lOX and 20X microscopes. The measured crack shapes plotted in Fig. 41
show no clear correlation with any of the crack shape equations from earlier
studies. The following equation approximates the lower bound of the measured
crack shapes available on full scale coverplated beams.
b = 5.462 a1 •133 (in.)
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(8)
The stress range threshold, ~aTEI' required for crack growth was
calculated for coverplate details (W36x230). For the crack shape defined
by Eq. 8, ~ is assumed equal to 2.75 ksi 1m. The stress range threshold,
~aTH' was es.timated from the relationship (see Eq. 4).
0.03 in. deep, ~crTH equals 2.6 ksi. At a depth of 0.2 in., 60TH equals
1.9 ksi. The studies at Yellow Mill Pond indicate that extensive fatigue
F(a) was determined from Eqs. 5, 6, and 7, and FW = 1. For a crackwhere,
~ = F(a)~crTHIITa =2.75 (9)
cracking would be unlikely to occur if only those stresses greater than
~TH contributed to fatigue damage, based on constant amplitude tests. (19)
When random variable loading occurs, it appears that there is a possibility
that a decrease in the crack growth threshold develops. The tests on small
scale beams summarized in Fig. 40 also suggest this possibility. Good
correlation exists when all stress cycles are assumed to contribute to
fatigue crack growth.
The fatigue life and stress range threshold is very sensitive to
the initial crack size. As the initial crack size increases, both the fatigue
life and stress range threshold decrease. The smallest typical crack initi-
ation sites are caused by slag particles deposited in-the molten base and
weld metal. Larger crack initiation sites may result from undercutting and
. (20)
cracking due to improper weld1ng procedures.
4.2 Tie Plates with 'Tack Welds
Laboratory studies were carried out on bolted tie plates. with tack
welds in order to simulate the conditions that exist at the Lehigh Canal and
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River Bridges. (3) This data was used to evaluate the cracks that had formed
. (4,21)
in the tie plates used to connect the floor beam and outrigger brackets.
Fig. 42 shows the test setup used for the tie plate experiment.(3)
One end of the tie plate is bolted to a W12x85 column, while the other end
is bolted to a W12x120 beam flange. The tie plate is installed in a manner
to simulate a riveted connection. The bolted connection is placed in bea.;-,i
ing and the bolts are then torqued to develop between 1/3 to 1/2 of the
specified preload.
An inspection of the tack welds on the tie plates in the field
indicated that they started about 1/2 in. from the end of the outrigger
bracket top flange and had an average length of 2 in. The laboratory tack
welds were then standardized as 3/16 in. welds starting 1/2 in. from the
end of the beam and extending 2 inches (see Fig. 43).
Twenty tie plates were tested at stress ranges which varied
between 7.3 and 30 ksi. Because of the high residual stresses at the tack
weld, a number of the tie plates developed fatigue cracks at the tack weld
on the compression side. Only in one case did this crack g~ow through the
tie plate thickness. Even in this case, the tie plate failed on the tension
side. A tie plate was considered to have failed when the crack reached a
length of 1-1/2 in. The results of the tests are summarized in Fig. 44.
This figure shows the stress range as a function of cycle life. The test
data are also compared to the AASHTO Category D curve(37) which provides a
reasonable estimate of the lower bound fatigue strength of this detail.
In order to evaluate the crack growth in the tie plate, a s.tress
concentration factor at the tack weld termination is needed. A finite
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element analysis of the plate using the three dimensional solid element
(8 node brick) of the SAP IV finite element program \ffiS performed to esti-
mate the stress concentration factor. (3) The model used for the analysis
consists of the tie plate and outrigger bracket flange in the immediate
vicinity of the bolted connection between these two members. This is shown
in Fig. 45. The analysis was performed for the extreme case of the tack
weld having a vertical termination and also for the case of the tack weld
termination having a slope of 1 to 3.75, which is typical for the tie plate
specimens. For the vertical tack weld termination, the stress concentration
factor was found to be 2.82, whereas, the sloping tack weld termination was
found to be 2.80. This indicates the slope has little effect on the stress
concentration factor, therefore, a value of 2.80 is used.
Lt is assumed that the initial crack is a corner crack, since the
t~e pla~e cracks were observed to start as corner cracks from visual in-
spection of the crack surface. This corner crack can be seen in ,the photo-
graph of the crack surface shown in Fig. 46. For the first stage of crack
growth, the stress intensity factor is expressed as(22)
(10)
where,
K.r(a/t) = KT[l - 3.21,* + 7.897(~r - 9.288(~)3 + 4.086 (f) 4]
is the decay function with a 2 t, the plate thickness. With this formula-
tion for the stress intensity factor, the above equation was integrated
from the initial crack sizes of 0.001, 0.003, and 0.030 to a crack size of
0.5 in. The second stage of crack growth considers the moment gradient and·
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the stress intensity factor is expressed as(23)
K =/2W tan TIa
TIa 2w
0.923 + 0.199(1
'ITa
cos -Zw
... na) 4Sln -2w (II)
This work was performed at the University of
where, w is the plate width and the crack grew from 0.5 in. to 1.5 in.
The results are summarized in Fig. 47, along with the Category D
curve and the test data. The lower bound estimate of tIle stress range-cycle
life relationship is close to Category D and all the test data fall between
the lower and upper bound estimates of life. Only an extreme condition
would cause the crack growth threshold to fall below the fatigue limit for
Category D. It can be seen that all the test data fall above Category D.
4.3 Riveted Connections
Tests of riveted joints Iiave demonstrated that crack growth usually
originates at the rivet hole in a region of high stress concentration. (31 )
Almost all fatigue data on riveted joints has been acquired on small butt
· · t (31,32,33,34,35)J Oln s.
Illinois, Northwestern University, Purdue University, in Germany. Investi-
gators examined the influence of the bearing rati1~, the effect of rivet
I:>'
clamping force, the rivet pattern, and other variables. Most of the data
was obtained from tests on A7 steel joints.
The test results from all of the available sources are plotted in
Fig. 48. The stress range on the net area is plotted as a function of cycle
life. There is substantial s.catter in the test data which mainly reflects
the influence of clamping force and variation in the initial flaw condition.
When extreme bearing ratios are ignored, especially with reduced clamping
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force, the effect of bear'ing does not appear as criti.cal a variable.. Th_e
bearing ratios of 2.74 and 3.80 far exceed permissible and recormnended
levels. No tests are included in Fig. 48 when the specimens are subjected
to stresses which exceed the yield point on the net section. In many of
these tests, when the stress ratio was taken as 1/2, the maximum stress
approached the tensile strength. As noted in Ref. 35, the data from speci-
mens that exceed the yield point are not repre~.entative of the conditions
that occur in actual structures.
Fig. 48 also indi'~u~'t.es that most of the test data fall between
\, "
18 ksi and 30 ksi stress range. ~1ost of the data above 30 ksi is for
reversal of loading. Also shown are tests in large scale specimens intended
to simulate the joints of an ore bridge. (36) The specimens that are indi-
cated in Fig. 48 as having small cracks were subsequently fitted with high
strength bolts and showed substantial improvements in fatigue strength.
For design purposes, the data on riveted joints is compared with
h f · 1· h· d f· d beD f h AASHTO S ·f· · (37)t e at~gue re at10ns 1p e 1ne y ategory 0 t e peC1 ~cat10n.
It is visually obvious that Category D provides a reasonable lower bound to
the available test data on riveted joints.
The fracture mechanics of crack propagation is the most rational
method currently available for predicting fatigue life. It has been used to
provide an explanation of the fatigue crack growth of a number of welded
. (38 39 40)
steel detal1s. " An analytical expression for the stress intensity
factor, K, for crack growth at rivet holes has been suggested by Kobayashi
for a crack emanating from a hole. (41) This provides a condition similar to
cracks growing at weld toes which are also regions of high stress concentra-
tion. This relationship was further adjusted by a factor, q, to account for
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variation in the crack shape. TIle resulting stress intensity factor, K,
when a ~ R is(41)
K
where, (J the nominal stress on the gross section
(12)
R = the hole radius
a the crack size (a < R)
q 1.0 for a crack with a small depth-to-length ration
or ZITI for a surface crack of semicircular shape.
When a > R,
.K = cr/(R + a)1T (13)
The number of cycles, N, required to propagate a crack from an
initial size to a final size can be determined from Eq. 2.
The solution of this equation is used to construct stress range-
cycle life relationships for various crack sizes and shapes.
The results are plotted in Fig. 49 and compared with the test
data. The predicted stress range-cycle life is given for an initial crack
size of 0.016 in. and a final crack size of 0.50 in. with the crack extend-
ing from each side of the rivet hole. It is apparent tllat the analytical
model provides a good estimate of the fatigue strength. The lower bound
is provided by q = 1, and the higller curve corresponds to an elliptical
shaped edge crack with q = 0.75.
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The res.ults shown in Fig. 49 are adjusted for the stress range on
the net area. An assumed net to gross. area ratio of 0.8 is used to adjust
the average gross section stress to the net area. The model for fatigue
strength confirms the applicability of Category D to riveted joints when
using net section stress.
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5. CYCLE -com~TIl~G 'PROCEDURES
5.1 Historical Counting Procedures
In the United States, almost all field investigations of cyclic
stress have been performed using the peak to peak method of cycle counting.
That is, each truck is considered to produce one cycle of a stress range
(24 25)
computed by subtracting the minimum stress from the maximum stress. '
Although the peak to peak method gives good result~(38) it had
never been established that the method is analytically correct. In recent
years, several other metho~s have been developed including the peak count,
the mean crossing peak count, the range count, the range mean count, the
range pair count, the level crossing count, and the rainflow count methods.
Of these, the rainflow count method is the most popular because it is based
on a consideration of the stress-strain characteristics of the material.
(26)These methods are described in detail by 11atsuiski and Endo, by Watson
and Dabell~27) by Schijve,(28) and by Webber. (29)
5.2 Selection of Cycle Counting Methods
A sample of 55 trucks crossing the Lehigh Canal Bridge was used to
lllvestigate the cycle counting methods available, four of which were se-
•
lected for detail study. (4) A brief description of tIle two basic methods
selected for study are given in Appendix A. The first two of these methods
are:
1. The peak to peak method without separation of multiple
presence, and,
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2. The peak to peak method with separation of multiple
presence.
During the data acquisition, many of the stress excursion records
were created by the passage of more than one truck. The first peak to peak
method assumes one truck per record and reflects the simplest way of apply-
ing the peak to peak method in an experimental analysis.
The second method separates the effects of multiple trucks present
on the bridge, although very close spacing cannot be identified and the
record is treated as a single truck. This ~ethod, therefore, more acc~rately
replects a design analysis.
The other methods adopted for detailed study were:
3. The rainflow metllod, and,
4. The modified fo'rm of the rainflow method.
The rainflow method is chosen for its popularity and its theoret-
ical basis. This method assumed plasticity at the crack tip and actually
counts hysteresis loops on the stress strain diagram for the material in
the plastic zone.
The fourth method, the modified form of the rainflow method, counts
each reversal as a half-cycle without reference to hysteresis considerations.
It is, in fact, the ~ainflow method applied to an elastic crack tip. It
was not expected to give good results but was chosen to isolate the effects
of this simplification.
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5.3 Comp·ilation of Stress. Range Spectra
A subroutine was developed to compile stress range spectra by each
of the four cycle counting procedures described above. These were assembled
into a computer program and spectra compiled for 56 gages. To facilitate
programming simplicity and for economy of storage, all the spectra were
compiled using identical stress range levels, selected to compromise between
tIle relatively low stresses in the girder and stringer and the high stresses
in the tie plates.
5.4 Truck Headway Model
where, F(t) is the probability that the time between successive trucks is
less than t, and u is the truck volume in vehicles per unit time.
It is suspected that truck headways or the spacing between suc-
cessive trucks along a roadway can be described by a Poisson process, at
least to an accuracy of one second. Moses and Pavia(30) claimed that this
model overpredicts the number of closely spaced trucks, but their data con-
cerned headways in the 0.00-0.20 second range. The Poisson model for the
spacing between successive trucks along a roadway gives
F(t) = 1 - -ute (14)
The truck headway times observed at the Lehigh Canal Bridge in
late 1976 are plotted in Figs. 50 and 51. Fig. 50 represents the 20 minut"e
observation and Fig. 51 represents the 120 minute observation. In both cases,
the measured distribution is compared with the exponential distribution of
the Poisson model. The Poisson curve is found to be reasonably close to
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the measured distribution and a better· estimate when the sample space is
greater. Therefore~ i.t is concluded that truck headways can be described
by the above equation.
5.5 Fatigue Category for Tie Plates
As discussed in Section 4.2, Category D is a good lower bound
for cracks initiating at the tack weld in the tie plates when subjected
to a constant amplitude sinusoidal load. This was shown in Fig. 44. The
95% lower confidence limit for Category D is defined by
N 2.00 x 109S -3 (stress range in ksi)
r
Category D is believed to have a constant cycle fatigue limit of 7 ksi
(4811Pa).
5.6 Peak to Peak Methods
The high volume of truck traffic on the Lehigh Canal Bridge in-
duces a high percentage of multiple presence. Using the Poisson model of
arrival times proposed in Section 5.4, and the estimated ADTT for 1974 of
4050, it is apparent that approximately 27% of truck arrivals will occur
while the preceding truck is still wholly or partially on the bridge. How-
ever, the stress excursion records. are acquired by activating the system at
all times when a truck is present on the bridge, so many of the records
contain multiple presence. About 37% of the stress excursion records re-
fleet the passage of more than one truck crossing the structure. Also, many
light trucks which are included in the ADTT count do not produce sufficiently
large stresses at some details to exceed the threshold levels.
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The static effect of a truck on details on the opposite side of
the bridge is low, ·although tIle impact factor was higll and, hence, thes.e
stresses tend to be vibratory in nature. As the threshold levels are delib-
erately chosen to eliminate small vibrational stresses, it is reasonable to
assume that only on rare occasions would stresses be recorded for a truck
passing in the opposite lane.
Fatigue damage was calculated for each detail monitored using the
peak to peak counting technique and the Miner cumulative damage rule and are
plotted in Figs. 52 and 53. For clarity, the details which had cracks ex-
ceeding 0.4 inches in September 1974 are shown in Fig. 52, and those which
had not cracked by that date are shown in Fig. 53. It is assumed in the
calculation that each stress excursion record is generated by one truck
passage. The Category D design line and the 7 ksi (48 }~a) fatigue limit
are also plotted. The estimated cumulative truck traffic (~ ADTT) in the
21 year life of the bridge (November 1953 - November 1974) is 21.9 x 106 •
Figs. 54 and 55 show the same fatigue damage calculated using the
computer subroutine which separates the effects of trucks concurrently pre-
sent on. the structure •. In this· case, the number of trucks recorded is
greater, but it is assumed that the number of trucks which actually crossed
the bridge during the sampling period is increased by the same ratio so the
points are plotted at the same number of cycles, but the stress levels are
different.
Four points in Figs. 52 and 54 represent tie plates which cracked
prior to November 1974, but their fatigue damage values plot below the
Category D design limit. All these gages were placed at positions where
large cracks had existed in September 1974 and which were repaired by
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gouging and welding prior to tes.ting in November of that year. Th_e tie
plates represented by gages- T261~E, T26t;r(,J, and T27SW had completely broken.
A 5 inch crack was repaired at gage T6SE.
Aside from these four gage positions, the Cat~gory D design limit
is shown to give a reliable prediction for the possible onset of severe
fatigue damage by either of the peak to peak counting metl1ods. Fig. 54 indi-
cates that some of the tie plates may have cracked as early as 1960, but
there is no way to verify this except that severe cracking was found at
first inspection in November 1973. In fact, 5 tie plates had completely
broken by this date.
Figs. 53 and 55 show several tie plates which exhibited no visual
cracking even tl10Ugh their fatigue damage values exceed the upper 95% con-
fidence limit as measured in laboratory tests. Fig. 55 shows that although
Category D forms a reasonable lower bound, there is a large amount of scatter
above the mean regression line and some tie plates had not failed even at
10 million cycles. If these tie plates had been included in the calculation
of the upper confidence limit, the line would lie at even higher stress
levels. Consequently, it can be concluded that the peak to peak counting
methods give results which are consistent with the laboratory tests.
5.7 Rainflow Methods
Fatigue damage facturs were compiled for the rainflow methods in
a similar fashion to those for the peak to peak methods, and the results are
plotted in Figs. 56 to 59. Figs. 56 and 57 are the S-N values for cracked and
uncracked tie plates, respectively, using the rainflow counting technique, and
Figs. 58 and 59 give the same results for the modified rainflow method.
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A comparison of Figs. 58 and 59 with. the peak to peak methods re-
veals that the pred·iction of the modified rainflow method, as suspected, does
not give reliable results. However, Figs. 56 and 57 show that in this case,
the rainflow method can be used for satisfactory prediction of fatigue fail-
ure with the same condition on the fatigue limit as proposed for the peak to
peak methods. Insufficient evidence was available in this study to identify
whether or not the rainflow method is more accurate than the peak to peak
method, but it should be noted that the rainflow method is much more complex
to apply.
The results of the stress history study on the Lehigh Canal Bridge
have shown that within the accuracy of data available to both designer or
researcher, the peak to peak cycle counting technique is at least as accur-
ate as the rainflow method. It is much cheaper and simpler to use in either
the experimental or design phase and the information on which it is based
is more readily available. Hence, the peak to peak method is recommended
as a satisfactory technique in fatigue analysis.
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,6. ASSESSING FATLGUE'DA}1AGE IN BRIDGES
There are three major factors that influence the fatigue character-
isti.cs of bridge details. They are the random variable stress range, the
number of occurrences, and the type of detail. The random variable stress
range and the number of occurrences are functions of the bridge environment.
The number of occurrences is determined from traffic studies and cycle CQunt-
ing procedures as discussed in Chapters 2 and 5. The stress range can be
summarized in the form of histograms, or tabulated stress range values, as
discussed in Chapter 3. However, in order to evaluate quantitatively the
fatigue damage, it is convenient to use the effective stress range. Two
methods of obtaining an effective stress range from the stress range histo-
grams are used.
6.1 Effective Stress Range
In order to determine the effective stress range to be used in
evaluating fatigue damage, either the Root 11ean Square (RMS) method or
Miner's Rule can be used. Experimental test results show that both methods
give reliable results. (12) The Root Mean Square method is defined as
2 1/2
= ([f.S . )
1 r1
(15)
where, f. is the frequency of occurrence.of the stress range, S .• The
1 r~
second method is based on the 11iner's Rule which results in
(16)
Miner's Rule places more emphasis on the larger stress ranges and less on the
smaller values which do not appear to effect the fatigue behavior.
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The lower bound to
Once the effective stress range is determined, an estimation of
the fatigue resistance of the details can be made by comparing the value with
h d · h - F- 60 (21)t e eS1gn stress range curves s own 1n ~g. •
fatigue resistance is represented by straigllt lines on a log-log plot of
stress range versus the number of cycles to failure. For most of the bridge
details examined in the report, fatigue is not a problem because of rela-
tively low stress ranges that occur. However, cracking did occur in the
outrigger bracket tie plates that we~e not embedded in the concrete slab.
This included the Lehigh Canal Bridge,(l) the Allegheny River Bridge, (5)
and the John Harris Bridge. (6)
6.2 Evaluation of Fatigue Stresses
Table 7 summarizes the characteristics of the bridge details
mentioned in this report. The details for the different bridges shown in
Figs. 9 through 16 are classified according to the AASHTO categories.
The fir~t class of details examined (Category A, B or C) are the
top and bottom flanges of girders, stringers, floor beams, diaphragms, and
outrigger brackets. Category A is applicable to the rolled stringers,
whereas, Category C was selected for the riveted built-up members. No
attachment plates or splices are included. In all cases but one, the mea-
sured stress ranges were at or below 6.0 ksi. A maximum stress range of
7.1 ksi was recorded on the top flange of a floor beam on the Lehigh Canal
Bridge. None of these details had effective stress ranges that exceeded
their constant cycle fatigue limit. Hence, no fatigue damage will develop
in these members.
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The second class of details (Category E or E t ) consists of knee
bracket attachments to the flanges of floor beams; the ends of coverplates;
gusset plate attachments to the bottom flanges and webs of girders that con-
nect to floor beams; discotltinuous backup bars, transverse, and longitudinal
stiffeners used in welded plate box sections; and catwalk attachments to the
bottom flanges of floor beams. In all cases, the maximum stress ranges ob-
served were below 5.0 ksi. The largest stress occurred in the Bridgeport
Bridge which was not open to traffic but only tested using an FHWA test
truck; a gusset plate attachment recorded a maximum stress of 5.5 ksi. Be-
cause all these details are AASHTO Category E or E', crack growth may develop
in the future, and further study of the bridges is warranted. However, none
of the Category E or E' details with a maximum stress range less than 5.0 or
2.6 ksi, respectively, should ever develop fatigue crack growtll.
The third class of bridge details is tie plates which connect the
top flanges of the outrigger brackets and floor beams. As discussed in
Section 4.2, Category D gives a reasonable lower bound for this detail. Tie
plates existed in five of the bridges, however, in two bridges the tie plates
were embedded in the concrete slab. No appreciable stresses occurred when
the tie plates were embedded in the slab. Tie plates in the remaining three
bridges are exposed tie plates and were subject to large in-place bending
displacements. This resulted in high stress ranges at the edges of the tie
plates which exceed the fatigue' threshold of 7 ksi for Category D.
6.3 Fatigue Cracking in Tie Plates
The displacement induce.d stresses caused by the horizontal in-plane
bending of the tie plates resulted in higll effective stress ranges which can
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be inferred from ~iga. 36, 37 and 38. Also, the Le~igh Canal, Allegheny
River, and John Harris Rridges are subjected to higlt volumes of truck traffic.
As a result, fatigue cracks formed in the tie plates as shown in Figs. 61,
62 and 63.
Two types of fatigue cracks developed, rivet failure and tie plate
cracking. Rivet failure is caused by distortion of the rivet and the eventual
cracking off of the rivet heads. This is due to the cyclic displacement of
the tie plate. As the tie plate bends in its plane, a relative displacement
occurs between the ends of the rivet which is ShOvffi schematically in Fig. 64.
Rivet head failures occurred in all three bridges, but was most pronounced
on the John Harris Bridge. (6)
Tie plate cracking developed in the Lehigh Canal and Allegheny .
River Bridges. The cracks were observed to initiate from two locations --
the rivet holes or from tack welds on the edges of the tie plates. Cracks
initiating at rivet holes were found on the Allegheny River Bridge. The
study carried out on this structure(S) was made after retrofitting the
cracked tie plates. In order to correlate the fatigue cracks in the orig-
inal tie plate with test results, two adjustment factors had to be intro-
duced. First, it was necessary to adjust the measured stress values on the
reinforced tie plate to the original tie plate configuration. This factor
~
w~s determined from a model study of the tie plate. Second, an adjustment
was made for the location of the strain gage on the original tie plate to
the edge of the rivet hole. The results of the study are Shown in Fig. 65
and compared with the applicable fatigue resistance curve Category D for
riveted connections.
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Fatigue cracks developed at tack welds in the Lehigh~ Canal Br~dge.
This bridge was used to study this. cracking because of its easy access and
close proximity to Lehigh, University. The laboratory tests on tack welded
tie plates is summarized III Section 4.2. The results of the tests are sum-
marized in Figs. 44 and 47. The measured stresses in the tie plates were
compared with the fatigue resistance of the tack welded tie plates in
Figs. 42 to 59. This comparison sho~vs 'that good correlation was obtained
between the measured stress range in the tie plate and the fatigue resist-
ance of the detail. Fatigue failures would also be expected to develop.
Retrofitting was carried out on the Lehigh Canal and Allegheny
River Bridges. Aditional plates were added to the Allegheny River Bridge.
This did reduce the cyclic stress range, but additional cracking is ex-
pected to develop in the future.. The Lehigh Canal Bridge was retrofitted
by replacing the tie plates with plates that were not connected to the main
girders.
6.4 Inspection and/or Retrofitting Schedule
The stresses recorded at Yellow Mill Pond Bridges are similar to
the stress'es which have been measured at other coverplated beam and E t de-
tails on the bridges examined in this study. Therefore, it is highly prob-
able that the fatigue cracking ~vhich has developed at the Yellow Mill Pond
Bridges will also be experienced at other Category E' details in time as the
cumulative stress cycle count becomes comparable.
Examination of the E' details summarized in Table 7 indicates that
the maximum measured stress range of many E' details is between 3 and 4 ksi.
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This suggests that most of tl~ese details can be expected to exhibit fatigue
cracking when subjected to a sufficiently large number of stress cycles.
The composition of the average daily truck traffic (ADTT) at
Yellow I·Iill Pond is not greatly different that gross vellicle weight distri-
bution from the 1970 FHWA nationwide loadometer survey and the PennDOT sur-
vey shown in Fig. 23. Although other structures may be exposed to different
conditions in the composition of the ADTT, utilization of service lanes and
other factors, these are not likely to effect the long term resistance to
fatigue cracking. Those structures with Category E' details that are sub-
jected to large volumes of truck traffic appear to be susceptible to
cracking.
Where low volume truck traffic exists, or else the ~omposition
of the ADTT differs significantly from the nationwide average (i.e., not as
severe), the probability of experiencing fatigue distress diminishes. Other
factors may also need to be considered, such as the use of traffic lanes,
the actual magnitude of the maximum stress range and the design conditions
--and their degree of conservatism. However, experience suggests that locat-
ing small fatigue cracks at weld terminations is very difficult, and that
available field inspection procedures are not capable of reliably defining
small surface cracks at weld ends. Generally, a detailed inapection will
require the removal of the paint film and a very careful examination of the
weld termination. Considering the current state~of-art for small crack
detection, it may be more reasonable to apply one of the retrofitting
procedures at the time a detailed inspection is carried out.
A schedule for the inspection and/or retrofitting of coverplated
beams and other Category E t details is given in Table 8. Those bridges ~vith
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Category E' details which are experiencing more that 1500 AnTT, with a com-
position comparable to the 1970 nat~onwide loadometer survey, are likely to
experience fatigue cracking prior to an expected life of 80 to 100 years.
Since bridges are higilly redundant structures containing four or
more girders, fatigue cracking can be tolerated. Without retrofitting,
bridges comparable to the Yellow Mill Pond structures will eventually experi-
ence cracking if the conditions given in Table 8 apply. Such cracking will
become a significant~maintenance problem requiring more extensive repairs
if corrective action is not applied when very small fatigue cracks occur.
Reference 20 was developed" to provide the field inspector with a
readily available handbook which can be used on site when inspecting a
bridge structure for fatigue damage. This handbook includes a procedure
for estimating fatigue damage in existing structures. It also includes
color photographs and line drawings which can be used to focus on details
that need examination.
Reference 42 provides a detailed review and summary of twenty-
two different case studies of bridges that have experienced crack growth.
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7. Sill,ll1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The stress history studLes carried out on several Pennsylvania bridges
provided needed information on the stress range spectrum so that reason-
able estimates of the performances of Pennsylvania bridges can be made
in t11e future.
2. High cycle fatigue studies on coverplated beams sho~ed that a constant
cycle fatigue limit does exist for bridge details. The coverplated
8beam tests out to 10 cycles indicate that the design stress range
tllresll01d value for Category E of 5 ksi is a reasonable value.
3. The field and laboratory studies also demonstrated that if the constant
cycle fatigue limit is occasionally exceeded as a result of heavier
loads, that all stress cycles contribute to the cumulative damage. The
cracks that have formed in some of the Ye~low Mill Pond Bridge beams
in Connecticut, as well as in the Allegheny River Bridge and the Lehigh
Canal Bridges, all confirm this fact.
4. Laboratory tests on the tack welded tie plates demonstrated that Cate-
gory D is a reasonable lower bound fatigue resistance. The analytical
model for crack propagation at the detail indicated that the crack
growth threshold stress range is about 4 ksi.
5. A review of existing fatigue data on riveted members indicated that the
lower bound to the test data was equivalent to the Category D design
curve when stress range on the net section is used. The lower bound
condition is provided by rivets with a low clamping force. Riveted mem-
bers with tight rivets should provide a Category C resistance condition.
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The result of the review also indicated that it is desirable to carry
out further work on riveted members as their fatigue behavior is not
well defined.
6. The Poisson model was found to give a good description of truck arrival
times on the Lehigh Canal Bridge. The results suggested that multiple
presence can be conservatively ignored on bridges with two or more
continuous spans. A distribution factor of S/7 results in a multiple
presence factor on stresses ob about 1.0.
7. The correlation of stress history data with the crack growth history
of 36 details on the Lehigh Canal Bridge showed that the peak to peak
counting method with or without separation of multiple presence, gave
results which were as reliable as laboratory data on the same detail.
The rainflow technique did not improve the correlation. In view of
the complexity of using the rainflow method to assess live loads, it
is recommended that the peak to peak method be used for highway bridge
structures.
8. The fatigue life analysis of complex welded details and riveted members
can be carried out if the stress gradient correction factors can be
defined. Several stress gradient correction factors were developed
during this study and are in good agreement with the experimental
data.
9. A handbook was developed to assist in inspecting steel bridges suspected
of fatigue damage (Ref. 20). The handbook provides color photographs
and line drawings which can be used to focus on details that need
examination for fatigue damage.
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9. TABLES
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~able. 1 General Description of Bridges
Bridge Type lanes Spans Ar1IT OJ;:>ened
Lehigh' t\1 str 2, eb 3 main con rpg 4050 eb Nov
Canal 2 ~;tb 144' ~ '180' - 144" (1974) 1953
l\llegheny one sustr 2 eb 4 main con rpg 1420 eb
PJ.ver 2 \~b 5 main truss 1590 ,~b 1952
104'-4" - 130'-5" - (1972)
130'-5" - 104'
John one sustr 2 nb 20 main cod rpg 5960 nb Cct
Harris 2 sb 6 app. sp 5570 sb 1960
.
148' - 6~" spans {1973 , ;
George t\" str 2 nb 34 main con\ipg 4500 Nov'
\~ade 2 sb 10 app sp . (1979) 1975
136' spans
·Colu.Tt"Lbia
-
t\1 str 2 eb 44 main con '''pg . 1220 eb
~'lrightsville 2 'vb 2 app srnpl sp 1290 't~b' 1972
95' - 3" spans ( 1975 )
West smpl sp 2 nb 1 main b'g 3000
Chester 49' - 8" span (1980) 1971
Bridgeport ramp 1 3 smpl sp cg no
62' - 10" main span traffic 1973
Fort one sustr 3 sb 3 con cbg 410
Duquesne ramp 100' - 100' - 100' (1975) 1968
npproach
t\.~ str = t~vin stI·uctures con = continuous
one sustr= one superstructure rpg = riveted plate
srnpl sp = simple span girder-·
eo = east bound '~pg = ,;eloed plate
\vb = 'tlest bound : girder
nb = north bounc bg = beam girder
sb = south bound cg = curved girder
app Sop = approach span cbg = curved box _
app approach girder
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Table ~2' TrUCK Traffic Recording Devices Used
output Recording Devices ~ours
Bridge i'nalog Teletype 1'-lagnetic - of- Date
Trace 11achine Tape Data·· Tested
Lehigh X X ~ 98 h O=t 1972
Canal X X - 72 h rt..ay 1973.#
- - - -- Apr 1974
v
- - Nov· 1974A
Allegheny X X - 143 h Nov· 1972
John X - X *** Aug 1973J
Harris X - - "2 h. Nov 1973
George X - - ** Nov 1974.. ~
Wade X - ***
- Nov 1975- - ....
-
:
I
Columbia ~2 h 1973
-
X .,~.
- Jun
Wrightsville
West X ..* - <2 h Jun 1973.~
Chester
.
Bridgeport X - ...,. ** May 1974oJ ... ".-
-
..
'-~ .' -
..
Fort X - - 84 h Jun 1975
Duquesne
Approach
• * recording device us.ed but no output re.ceived
** test truck' only
*** little traffic
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Table 3 Lehigh canal Traffic study
truck Wed Thr Fri Total Total
class. 1()1';4~/7~ 'I "/~fJ,/i: 1l>/~7/7;" rI'raffic ~raffic
(Fig22) 70 min 105 min 68 min %
:B 1 4 4 9 1.1
2D 93 73 64 230 27.7
3 10 17 8 35 4.2
28':"'1 13 14 13 40 4.8
-
.4 7 9 8 24 2.9
2S..:. 2 66 51 36 153 18.5
35-2 129 139 70 338 40.8
Total 319 307 203 829 100.0
Field study Traffic Count
truck. 'I'hr Wed Sat Sun lv10n Total Total
class.
,'1/1"3/ ?j. &;'/7/7;" J/ ~"/73 I /~9/73
'/-"/?3 Traffic Traffic(F'ig22 ,
'%
B 48 53 37 33 12 . 183 1.0
2D 1708 1880 1184 379 1494 6645 35.9
3 42 17 37 7 41 144 0.8
25-1 197 249 58 23 91 618 3.2
4 24 1 17 6 8 56 0.3
25-2 895 822 225 54 736 2732 14.3
35-2 2081 2348 894 695 2661 8679 45.5
Total 4995 5370 2452 1197 5043 19,057 100.0
.PennDot Traffic Count
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Table 4 nllegheny River Bridge Traffic study.
truck. Total' Total Total. Total
class. East \\Test East
. West
(Fig22) % %,
2D 61 40 16.3.1 12.90
3 12 · 7 3. 21~ 2.26
25-,1 15 18 4.01 5.81
25-2 Sl 48 13.64 15.48
3S-2 235 197 q2.83 63.55
Total 374 310 100.00 100.00
"
Field study Traffic ,Count. (3 hours).'
(11/13/72 - 11/16/72)
Total Total Total Total
\'teicrht East· 1vest East West(kips) % %
19-30 2865 3510 24.75 29.51~
30-45 2304 2218 19.90 .18.64
45-62 2784 2206 24.05 J:8.54
62-80 3501 3844 ~O.24 32.31
.,
80-100 123 112 1.05 0.94
over 100 1 6 0.01 0.06
Total. 11,578 11,896 100.00 100.00
, '
Penn~ylvania Turnpike Traffic Count
(11/10/72 - 11/17/72)
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Table '5 John Harris Bridge Traffic study
truck. Total Total Total Total
class. East \'lest East \'V'est
(Fig22) % %
B 18 25 2.09 2.91
2D 171 168 19.82 19.56
3 96 49 11.12 5.70
2S-1 38 39 4.40 4.54
25-2 144- 135 16.69 15.72
35-2 396 443 45.89 51.57
Total 863 859 100.00 100".00
Field study Traffic ~ount (2.2 hours)
(8/9/73 - 8/16/73)
truck Total Tota'l Total Total
class. East \~est East ~1est
(Fig22) % %
B 98 110 1.65 1.97
2D 1417 ~ 1282 23.80 23.00
3 240 24..6 4.03 4.06
2S-1 382 319 6.41 5.73
25-2 939 805 15.68 14.44
38-2 2884 2831 48.43 50.80
Total 5955 5573 100.0.0 100.00
PennDOT Traffic Count
(6/7/73 )
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Table 6 Columbia-Wrightsville Briage Traffic study
truck Total Total Total Total
class. East West East "\1est
(Fig22) % %
B 2 1 1.28 0.40
2D 53 80 33.98 32.13
3 3 ·7 1.92 2.81
25-1 12 22, 7.69 8.84
25-2 16 53 10.26 21.,29
3S-2 _70 86 44.87 34.53
Total 156 249 100.00 100.00
Field study Traffic 'Count (4.7 hours)
(6/22/73 - 6/27/73)
truck Total Total Total Total
class. East - West East \~est
(Fig22) % %
B 5 6 0.41 0.47
2D 333 341 27.18 26.47
3 32 45 2.61 3.49
25-1 65 72 5.31 5.59
25-2 188 203 15.35 15.76
3S-2 602 621 49.14 48.21
Total 1225 1288 100.00 100.00
PennDOT Traffic Count
(1/23/74 )
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Table 7· Summary of Bridge Details
Gage AASHTO Traffic Measured (kai) Design
Bridge Location Gage cat. .~ count SrRMS SrMnr SrMax SMax ~Max
Lehigh bottom flange of 18 C 1'133 3.2 3.4 6.0 3.6
canal gil:der 15. '7 liltS
bottom flange of 21 A - - - 2.4
stringeI.-
-
- .. top flange of FBl-l6 . .'~" ~ 2.8 3.1 7.1 -. c~..
floor beam
~ 4
tie plate T8SW D '1.1 Xl0 11.1 11.8 18.3 - -
Iif I CJ Y/t.'
J\llegheny bottom flange of 21 C 404- 2.3 2.4 4.7 2.4 9.6
RiveI.4 gi~~deI.·
6' JiltS
-'
bottom flange of 22 IO.s- 1.5 1.6 3.3C· -
floor beam I ~ ,.RS
tie plate 11 D _" S.. 5 }( 10
6
7.1* 8.0* 17.1 14.1 -
~o VAS
'"
* stz:esses less than 2. 7 les! negl.
Table 7~ (continued)
,
t
I
In
00
I
John top flange of 52 '~C 28 )c lOt. - - 2.0 1.0 6.5
Haz.-I:is gil-de:e
'3 YRS
top flange of 36 C - - 3.0 1.5 11.7
girder @ 3/5 span
bottom flange of 35 C - - 2.5 1.5 11.7
girder @ 3/5 span
bottom flange of 45 c - - 6.0 3.5 23.6
stringer
tie plate 51 D 5.3 5.8 12.0 6.7 -
George bottom flange of 6 E little - - 1.7 1. 7' 7.0
~'1ade fIoOI" beam @l traffic
catl-ia!lc attachment -
\ieb of gil.-del.- 4 E' - - 3.0 2.4 13.8
near gusset plate
,~
columbia - ~:top flange of 22 E /215 8 - - 2.7 1.8 16.3 ;
~'1I."1ghtsv111e floD!.- beam neal· ' DAY '0
]cnee bJ.:acket
bottom flange of 25
,
4.1E - - 2.8 4.3
girde1· nea1-
gusset plate -
Table 7 (continued)
I
lit
\.D
I
\'lest bottom flange of 2 E'
- - 1.5 2.0 6.5Chester· beam near ¢'oveI"p1t.
top flange of 11 C liB 1.1 0.5
-- -
. "diaphram , HR •
BI:ldgepo1"t bottom tension 33 C 16
- - - 4.7 6.0
f lange of girde111 passes
of
bottom flange of 2" E' FHWA
- - -
5.5 6.0
girder near from test
gusset plate 33 truck
'-Fort backup bar 31 Et ", II.S )1./0 1.0 1.2 3.3
-Duquesne 40 YRS
1\pproacl1 tl:ans-•. stiffener..··: 27 E 1.7 1.9 4.9
-
long. stiffener 12 E 1.2 1.5 3.6
-
* Category C was assigned to the riveted members as all rivets appeared to be tight
Table 8 Inspection and/or Retrofitting Schedule
for Coverplated Bridge B,eams
with Flange Thickness ~ 0.8 in. (20,mm) and Other E' Details
ADTT
5 Years
Present Bridge Life
10 Years 15 Years
Estimated Years to Make Retrofit
1000 No repairs necessary for 100 year life
1500 50 45 40
2000 36 31 26
2500 28 23 18
3000 22 17 12
3500 18 13 a
4000 15 10 5
5000 12 7 2
5500 10 5 Needs inspection
and retrofit
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1\PPENDIX A: Cycle Counting Paramertters
There are many methods of cycle counting in general use, most of
which were developed in response to the needs of a specific application,
particularly in the aircraft industry. As many of the methods reflect the
characteristics of monitoring instruments, they bear little or no relation
to the theory of fatigue crack propagation.
There are three basic types of counting methods, classified accord-
ing to the characteristics they record. These are methods which. count peaks,
methods which count ranges and methods which count level crossings. Most of
the methods require the record to be plotted relative to some zero or datum
level, which is the dead-load stress in the case of highway bridges.
The peak to peak cycle counting procedure and the rainflow count-
ing method are described in this section.
A.I Peak to Peak Stress Range
Fig. A-I shows a typical strain record. The maximum positive and
maximum negative strain responses were identified and used to define the
stress range without separation. This resulted in one stress cycle per
record if the threshold level for significant stress cycles was exceeded.
Fig. A-I shows the stress range cycle corresponding to this counting method.
It extends from point c to point h.
When the peak to peak metllod with separation was used for each
excursion record, some additional stress cycles were counted as illustrated
in Fig. A-i. This results in stress range cycle c-d, stress range cycle h-i,
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and stres.s r~nge cycle j~k. T~e threshold le.vel is shown by the horizontal
dashed lines and had'to be exceeded if a stress range cycle was counted.
A.2 Rainflow Count ~1ethod
The outstanding feature of the Rainflow Method is that it is
carried out on the basis of the stress-strain behavior of the material being
considered. The cycles which are extracted are consistent with those in
constant amplitude tests on whi~h the life predictions are invariably based.
Crack growth propagation only occurs if plasticity is present at
the crack tip. The strain-time history curve for a detail may be eleastic,
but stress concentration at the detail and the crack tip may introduce stress
levels equal to or exceeding the yield stress of the material. The relation-
ship between a nominal strain-time curve and a stress-strain relationship at
the crack tip where plasticity has developed is demonstrated by a comparison
of Figs. A-2 and A-3.
It can now be readily seen that the strain time curve can be
divided into three half-cycles, a-d, d-e and e-f, and one full cycle, b-c-b'.
The same result can be obtained using the analogy of rain running
down a series of pagoda roofs, as shown in Fig. A-3. The general rules for
counting are:
1. Rainflow begins at the beginning of the test and successively
at the inside of every peak.
2. Flow initiating at a maximum drips down until it comes oppo-
site a maximum more positive than the one from which it
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started. Similarly, flow initiat~ng at a minimum dri.ps. down
until £t comes opposi.te a minimum more negative than th.e
minimum from which it started.
3. Rain also stops wilen it meets rain from the roof above.
4. The beginning of the sequence is a minimum if the initial
straining is in tension.
S. The horizontal length of each rainflow is .counted as a llalf
cycle at that strain range.
I~ Fig. A-3, rain initiates at a, flows to b, drips to b', flows
to d, and finally stops opposite e, because e is more negative than a. Rain
initiating at c stops at b' where it meets rain dripping from b. Rain initi-
ating at d flows to e and stops at the end of the record, and flow initiating
at e flows to f and stops at the end of tIle record.
Hence, these rules can be seen to give identical results to those
obtained from a consideration of the stress-strain hysteresis loop.
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Fig. A-I Idealized Strain-Time Record
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Fig. A-2 Stress.-Strain HystereHis Loop for Crack Tip
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Fig. A~ Rainflow Count ~1ethod
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